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Welcome to The Sally Nook Times! This is an amazing news magazine about our 
incredible school, worked on by fantastic people from around the school, Year 7 to 
Year 11. People like you could get involved simply by going to see Mrs Butcher in the 
LRC and signing up! We hope you enjoy this edition!  

Editorial 

It has been an odd year, with gaps in 

the middle and people being sent 

home throughout the year groups, 

however, we are coming out the 

other side. With lockdown easing, 

hopefully we will be able to return to 

some sort of normality soon. In this 

issue, we are exploring the changes 

to school uniform next year and we 

have an interview with Mr Christian. I 

hope you enjoy reading 

and enjoy the rest of 

this school year. 

By Jonathon Spencer 

School News 

Proposed changes to the school uniform 

Over the recent weeks, the proposed changes to the school 
have caused some debate across the school. After the 
uniform consultation, it has been decided that the proposed 
changes to the skirt will not currently go ahead. However, the 
rules on shoes have been modified, meaning that black 
trainers will no longer be allowed.  Also, skinny trousers will no 
longer be permitted. These rules will come into effect next 
year, with all the other uniform requirements staying the same. 

By Jonathon Spencer. 
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We asked Mr Christian some questions about what he teaches in school. 

How long have you been working at SNHS? 

4 years in April 2021. 

When you were younger, who was your role model? 

Kenny Dalglish 

What is your favourite part of SNHS? 

The attitude of the vast majority of our students is superb. 

What are you planning to do for the school post-covid? 

Get everything back to normal as soon as possible. We’ve also got some extra funding to improve the 

technology, help with catch up and improve our security/ Look out for further developments. 

Why should people choose geography? 

It is the most relevant subject on the curriculum and affects all of our lives every day. Just watch the news – It’s 

all Geography. 

If you were teaching another subject, what would it be and why? 

Probably PE. I’ve always loved sport. I don’t mind teaching Maths, but I’m not brilliant at that. 

Mr Khabra uncovered! 

By Martha Thomson and Phoebe Sibary 

1. What kind of job would you do if you couldn’t be a teacher? 

If I wasn't teaching, I would open my own business. I've always wanted to run my own fish 

and chip shop. But no matter what I'd do, it would be something entrepreneurial, where 

I am working for myself doing something that I enjoy. 

 

2. What book would you recommend for students to read and why? 

I would nominate 'Friedrich' by Hans Peter Richter. It's about the friendship between two boys, growing up in Nazi Germany, just 

before WWII. One of the boys - Friedrich - is Jewish. The reason I mention this book is because I read it at school in my RE 

lessons and I was really moved by it.  

  

3. What would a normal day in the life of Mr Khabra look like? 

I'm an early riser and get up at 5am. I'll usually spend the mornings getting my lessons ready for the day ahead, doing things like 

photo-copying and boring stuff like that. I don't like to hang about after school and try and get away as quickly as possible! If 

I've got things to do like marking or emails to reply to I will usually do that much later in the evening because once I've 

finished at school, I like to have a few hours during the day where I can relax and unwind after a hard day in front of the 

whiteboard! 

 

4. How long have you been teaching at Salendine Nook High School?  

This is my sixth year at Salendine Nook and the twenty-second year of my teaching career. 

 

5. What is your favourite food/meal and where is it from? 

My favourite meal is Moolee bala Pratha with plain yoghurt. A Pratha is a thick flatbread which is fried and formed using flour 

and ghee. Moolee is white radish, which forms the filling inside the flatbread. This meal is typically eaten in the mornings 

and has its origins in both India and Pakistan.  

 

6. What would you change about the school if you were principal and why? 

If I was the Principal, the first thing that I would do is reorganise the numbering and naming of the classrooms and school 

buildings. It's just so stupid and confusing the way everything is organised at the school. The next thing that I would do is 

invest heavily in counselling for students. Over the last ten years or so I have noticed that children (and young adults) seem 
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to struggle far more with their mental health. Having a dedicated team in school to support students with their mental and 

emotional wellbeing would be great, especially during this time of uncertainty. 

7. What is your favourite thing about being a teacher? 

My favourite thing about being a teacher is having a joke and a laugh in class. The joke is usually at my expense, but I don't mind! 

 

8. What was your favourite subject at school growing up? 

Growing up, my favourite lesson was PE because all I ever wanted to do was play football. But I also enjoyed History and English 

too. 

 

9. What meal would you add to the school canteen menu and why? 

I would add porridge to the school menu so that students have a healthier option to go for instead of the usual bagels and pizza 

slices which most of the kids at the school seem to be addicted to. 

 

10. Who was your biggest inspiration growing up?  

Growing up, my biggest inspiration was definitely my mum. She had tremendous inner strength and was really hardworking, 

having to raise five kids pretty much by herself. As a parent she was quite 

World news 
Black Lives Matter – A step in the right direction. 

On the 20th of April, Police Officer Derek Chauvin was found guilty of the 

murder of George Floyd, a black man who was killed when Chauvin (a 

white officer) knelt on his neck for 9 minutes. This marks a huge step for the 

Black Lives Matter movement in ensuring that Police officers around the 

world are brought to justice over unlawful detention of people, especially if it 

leads to their death. Trials like this in America are extremely rare, and most 

cases like this go under the radar. Police have rarely been convicted in 

situations like this, so for this conviction to be given is a turning moment. 

The US President Joe Biden said, “We can’t leave this moment or look away thinking our work is done.” 
Although this is a major turning point, there is still work to be done, both in the US and around the world. 
In the US, 274 people have been fatally shot by police in 2021, according to the Washington Post. This is 
a turning point, but we have to keep going, as if we stop now, our voice will be drowned out by the 
background of discrimination and racism. 

By Jonathon Spencer 

Tensions rise in Ukraine 

As many people have heard on the news recently, Russia have been building up battalions on the 

Ukrainian border and in Crimea. Why are they doing this? Who are they targeting? Well, Russian 

conflicts over the Ukrainian border have been going on since the Russian invasion of the Crimea in 

2014 and troops have been on high alert ever since. However, with the Ukrainian attempt to join 

NATO recently, is this build up 16 Russian battalions along the border a show of strength, or a World 

War Three scenario? The entire situation seems very similar to the Russian invasion of Georgia in 

2008. When separatists in Georgia (Abkhaz and Ossetia) were supported by Russia, and recognised. 

The recent border movements along the border between Russian and the Ukraine seem similar to 

these events, so will there be an invasion? The evidence suggests that separatists in Ukraine 

(Donetsk and Luhansk) will be supported like in Georgia.  

On the 22 of April, Russia retreated troops from Crimea, saying that the aims of the ‘spot checks’ had 

been completed. Will more of these continue? We don’t know. World leaders will still be wondering 

what will happen next? 

By William Eagleton. 
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Prince Phillip lived a long and happy life, living until the age of 99. He dedicated his life to 
public service and leaving behind an incredible legacy, there are many things he achieved to 
reflect and celebrate. The Duke set up the Duke of Edinburgh award and also founded the 
WWF. Also, during the WW11, he served in the navy for several years prior to the Queen’s 
reign. Philip completed more than 22,000 solo engagements as a working royal, on top of 
several other occasions where he supported the Queen at official events. Philip also 
championed supporting young people and environmental causes through many other 
patronages during his lifetime. Over the course of his lifetime, Philip was known for his love of 
sport. The Duke was an accomplished polo player, winning the Gold Cup - British Open 
Championship in 1957 and 1966. Philip was also known for his passion for carriage racing, 
competing in several competitions. In a personal capacity, Philip had his own pilots licence 
and was known to love flying several different types of aircraft. Philip also authored 14 books 
and was known to have a keen interest in philosophy, technology and religion.  
 
By Martha Thomson  

A celebration of Prince Philip  

News Roundup  

 

Recently in the news, nearly everyone has seen dysfunction in the Tory party, a backlash from Labour and votes of no confidence in 

Northern Ireland, with the DUP’s Arlene Foster being forced to resign, as only the third DUP leader ever. Much of Britain is currently at a 

political unrest, but does this mean anything for us?  

 

If you live in England, then no, the DUP’s movements won’t really affect you, so whilst this is a pretty major change coming to the DUP, 

with some elected representatives concerned it could affect the party’s chances in the next assembly election in 2022, it isn’t going to 

affect England’s politics currently. By this I relate to connection with our Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, and his position of power during 

the pandemic. In fact, the greatest threat to Tory power is currently allegations regarding the coronavirus and where funds for the 

Downing Street flat renovations has been sourced from.  

 

Mr Johnson has been accused of making certain comments, which he currently denies. He recently denied this in Parliament, meaning 

that if he is found to have lied to Parliament- formally known as ‘knowingly misleading’, he must offer his resignation. There are also alle-

gations, as mentioned above, regarding where money for the Downing Street flat renovations has been sourced from. But why is this a 

problem? If it's found that Mr Johnson did not pay for the renovations from his own pocket- then where did he get the money from, and 

such a large sum of it? For example, if it were to come from an outside source- a well-known company for example, Johnson would not 

only have broken the ministerial code, by not disclosing the loan publicly, but the Tory party could also owe this other source.  

This means that the other source can either reveal the scandal publicly, or they may have influence over Mr Johnson's actions. He re-

ceives a grant of £30,000 each year from the public for renovations, however reports show that these renovations could be as high as 

£200,000. That's not to say that Mr Johnson cannot exceed this budget, however it must come from his own pocket, unless the donation 

is conducted in proper disclosure. If it was paid for, quote the words of Dominic Cummings, the PM’s former senior adviser, “secretly”, 

then the source may be unethical, and may break ministerial code. Resultantly, the Electoral Commission has launched an investigation 

into the funding. Until the answer is found, the question will keep being asked.  

 

In other news, members of the ‘Stop Asian Hate’ movement have recently protested the lack of coverage on its actions. This comes after 

a reported recent surge of hate crimes against Asian communities, an example of which being in America. Whilst this is in no way the 

only country suffering with this particular type of hate, a shocking 31% of Asian Americans have reported racist slurs and jokes since the 

start of the pandemic. We all need to spread awareness on Asian hate. It’s an extremely important movement and it’s finally starting to 

gain recognition. Asian people have been put down just due to complexion, ethnicity and culture. It’s gotten to the point where people 

are even embarrassed by themselves. We as a society need to value this movement, and spread awareness on its movements. 

By Keira Wood 
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Book Corner  
 
Recently, I have been reading ‘The Hate U Give’ within there are a lot of 
moral questions, regarding police brutality and gun violence in America. The 
protagonist Starr is a typical high-schooler, worried about her grades, social 
life and family. Everything stops being so normal after her great friend Khalil 
was pulled over for a broken tail-light and was unjustly shot. We go through 
the story for her perspective as she recalls similar events in the past and how 
that affects her for the future. We learn throughout this book the gross 
misconduct of many white police officers in the US and how it 
disproportionately affects the community. The way her family supresses and 
deals with the issues  show the awful way people are conditioned to accept 
their place in society. It is a great read and I love the way the author Angie 
Thomas makes such needed social commentary on a topic especially 
relevant and important topic in today’s society. This book has had a global 
impact, being so influential it was banned for a period of time, that I think 
everyone should read it, to keep educated on realistic situations.   
 
By Emily Mansfield-Holbrook 

Jessica Cruickshank – “I would recommend ‘Noughts and Crosses’ because it has really heartfelt experiences and 

it is very emotional.” Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐  

Phoebe Sibary  – “I highly recommend diary of a wimpy kid dog days as it is really funny and explains the life of 1 

boy having an argument with his best friend and the dramas of school.” Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 

Martha Thomson  – “I would recommend ‘My Head Teacher is a Vampire Rat’ because I love it. You never see 

things coming and it is so exciting and dramatic. I also love the other books in ‘Pamela Butchart’s series, they are 

all so good.” Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 

All books are available from the Library 

Pride 

 

LGBTQ+ pride month starts on 1st of June every year. It is a month at 

where we celebrate LGBTQ+ History and rights of the LGBTQ+ commu-

nity! Many people celebrate this in previous years by hosting colourful, 

rainbow carnival and parades on the streets! But due to the new corona-

virus situation pride is going to be very different. But that doesn’t mean 

you can’t celebrate at all. 

First, you could start off by baking rainbow cupcakes. You can also join virtual Pride concerts or virtual carnivals. 

You can even watch new LGBTQ movies that have been released. One of my favourite LGBTQ+ books are 

Carve the Mark and the following sequel The Fates Divide by Veronics Roth, author of Divergent. They don’t spe-

cifically focus on LGBTQAI aspects; however, they are incorporated in a way that normalises it and shows ac-

ceptance in their society and making positive references towards the community. Unless you want to shed some 

tears, you should try it. Other ways of celebrating are spreading awareness in social media and hanging pride 

flags around your home! You can support and celebrate it any way you like!  

Happy Pride. 
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A Muggle’s Guide to Harry Potter. 

This Issue’s star: Harry Potter! 

 

Name: Harry James Potter 

House: Gryffindor 

Role: Student at Hogwarts 

Actor: Daniel Radcliffe 

Special features: Can speak Parseltoungue, defeated moral enemy, The 
Boy Who Lived – The Chosen One.  

Wand: Made of holly and Phoenix feather core.  

 

By Martha Thomson and Phoebe Sibary 

Yes, no, maybe so. 

 

Yes, no, maybe so, by Becky Albertalli and Aisha Saeed talks about two teenagers, Jamie and 

Maya, who start campaigning for their most favourable candidate during an upcoming local 

election in their state, Georgia. The book highlights key topics such as Racism, Islamophobia, 

Anti-Semitism and much more that are currently occurring in our present time and how they 

handle the difficult situations. The book also shows how the two start to fall in love and how 

having a cross-cultural relationship is so much more complicated. 

Jamie, a 17-year-old Jewish high school kid, is a very politically active member of his local 

state democratic party and the senate candidate, Jordan Rossum, and will participate in a 

LOT of political parties, events etc. but as long as he is behind the scenes. He looks up to 

Rossum as if he is a hero and will try do anything to help him win the election. That is until 

Gabe, the assistant manager of the campaign, decides to put Jamie into canvassing. Now 

here is the thing, Jamie hates being in the front of the crowd. It’s his worst fear. He can’t 

start a proper conversation with strangers not only cute girls. He is not like his twelve-year-

old Sister Sophie, who in fact has no self-conscious whatsoever. It was always a definite 

“No” all the time, well, until Maya was invited.  

Maya, a 17-year-old Pakistani Muslim high school girl, who is currently having to deal with the worst Ramadan ever. Her parents are 

separating and in these difficult times her best friend, Sara is unable to stay by her side since she is finally moving to college. To top it 

all off, Maya’s mum believes that she should start door to door knocking and campaigning for their local state senate election after the 

bill for a ban in hijabs was passed down. But after a few negotiations, Maya finally agrees to start canvassing. 

At first when I first picked up the book, I didn’t expect any of the wide topics and themes it contained. I only thought of it to just talk 

about their romance, but it was a pleasure to read such a thought out and realistic book. 

The book is very suitable for young teens and only contains a handful of negative language that talk about racism, anti-Semitism, 

islamophobia etc. This in my opinion is acceptable as in the end they are fighting for basic rights. There is no violence in the book and 

no violence is influenced either. But there is a lot of positive role model and representation.  

Ultimately then, Yes, no, maybe so, is in my opinion rated as 4 since it highlights the sensitive topics that have been increased due to 

the presidency of Donald Trump, this period inspired the entire book! Reading this book gives everyone more awareness about the 

increasing Islamophobia and Anti-Semitism in America and how even teens get affected by it.  

 

By Naifah Hassan 
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House News 
Neptune  Saturn  Venus  Jupiter  Mars 

This term 

Science:  We have a scientist fact-file competition for year 8, and a science quiz for year 10. 

P.E: We have Sports Day on the 13th of July which will be one of our big final events of the year to see who is the champion 
house. 

In Form: weekly Kahoot quizzes. Encourage your form tutor to take part. 

 

There are many events coming soon so please take part where possible to give your house the best chance of winning.  

 

Good Luck! 

House Jupiter Mars Neptune Saturn Venus 

Points as of 

26/04/2021 2620 3690 3215 2920 3675 

Miss Athena’s Question and Answers 
To Miss Athena 

                         I am struggling with a few things actually, and I want to see if you can help. I am constantly 

losing focus at school, and I find it really hard to concentrate. I get frequent headaches and they are really 

affecting the quality of my school work. Also, I trusted a friend with my biggest secret, and she spilled it. I 

don’t want to talk to her anymore but she hasn’t caught on. What should I do? 

                        -Stressed  

What I would say about your headaches would be to try and drink more water throughout the day, to 

make the pain subside, and help you focus during your lessons. Also I might suggest adjusting your 

routine slightly, maybe get an earlier night so you can wake up the next morning with some amount of 

energy- even if it is a little- meaning you can concentrate more with your studies. 

About the problem with your friend, I can’t really do much about that, but maybe be more careful about 

who you trust and hang around with, and if the situation gets any worse, maybe go to SSC. All in all I 

suggest that you find new friends- people that respect the fact that you have secrets like them. 
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1. If you were given a Homework, would you: 

A. Do ten pages that you have taken time over. 

B. Do one page that is rushed. 

C. Do none and say your dog ate it.  

 

2. If you were in a test, would you: 

A. Pass with flying colours. 

B. Get just above average. 

C. Copy your friend and get an average. 

 

3. If you were looking around a library for a book, would you: 

A. Get a book on science. 

B. Get a fiction book. 

C. Gt a silly comic book. 

 

4. If you were in a science lesson and you were asked a question, 

would you: 

A. Know the answer straight away. 

B. Um and err for a bit then say the answer.  

C. Say you don’t know the answer. 

 

Quizzes, games and riddles 

Mostly A: 

You are mostly like 

Hermione Granger. 

You are very smart 

and you work hard.  

Mostly B: 

You are mostly like 

Harry Potter. You are 

smart and you try 

your best to get a 

good grade while still 

having fun.  

Mostly C: 

You are mostly like 

Ron Weasley. You 

are not that smart 

and you rely on your 

friends for help.  
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                 What do you want to do when Coronavirus ends? 

Martha Thomson – I want to be able to interview people for the student newsletter because it doesn’t feel right doing it on 

email and you’re not always guaranteed an answer.   

Mrs Butcher, Library Manager – I want to be able to go to Disney World because my holiday like so many others was can-

celled!  

Phoebe Sibary – Going on holiday with friends and family to spend that quality time we missed in the lockdowns.  

Jessica Cruickshank – I want to meet my Kirklees Musica band again because I love playing with other people and having a 

blast.  

By Jessica Cruickshank 

Mindfulness: Tips and Tricks 

1. Sleep is important to focus at school and work, it gives us energy to power through the day and makes us 
happier, sleep is very important for wellbeing and stress. As teenagers we need 8 – 10 hours of good sleep to 
have a positive mindset to the day. 
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 The SNHS Learning Resource Centre  

 

 

Who doesn’t love a quiet place to just sit down and read a book or take part in a club? 

If you fancy playing board games Geek retreat is the thing for 

you. 

If you like to watch movies or read a book, then Film vs Book 

Club is the right group for you. 

If you like to interview people or write about daily life about 

Salendine Nook High School, then The Student Newspaper is the 

one for you. 

eBooks will be coming to the library soon and every student will be getting an eBook subscription.    

 

History of the Learning Resource Centre [LRC] 

The School Library has, as most of you know, been refurbished. Before the library was refurbished it had an old couch 

from a charity shop and a very tired book collection, when I say everything is new, I mean EVERYTHING. Right outside of 

the library there is a plaque all about how Her royal Highness Princess Margret opened the school on the 14th November 

in 1958.  

Not everything about coronavirus has had a negative impact on the school. Not having all the students in the school has 

given us the opportunity to refurbish the library without disrupting exciting and fascinating library lessons that are given 

to year 7 and year 8.   

By Phoebe Sibary 

 

Competitions:  

If you have read any other articles yet you would have already noticed some of the competitions, we are doing 
that you can get involved with. Some of these may include, a bookmark designing comp. If you do enter any of 
these please be aware that if you win our name might appear in the school newspaper.  

Abroad Beach Cycling 

Deckchair Friends Fun 

Games Hat Holiday 

Relax Sea Suitcase 

Sun cream Swimming Volleyball 
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We are Hiring!  
Are you in the know? Do you want to report on events 

around the school? Join us!  

We are looking for journalists and designers to 

cover: 

• Sports 

• Current affairs 

• Fashion and arts 

• Designing of the Newsletter 

• Photography for our articles 

Have you got some creative ideas? Have you read a book that you want others to 

read? Send us a piece to publish in the newsletter. If you would like to sign up, pop 

into the LRC or e-mail Mrs Butcher (hb@snhs.kirklees.sch.uk) to join our team.  

What’s on 
LRC bookmark competition 2021! 

Are you creative? If so, enter the LRC bookmark competition! 

Prizes: 

1st, 2nd and 3rd place get their bookmarks printed and available in the Library. 

1st – 30 house points and 10 merits. 

2nd – 20 house points and 5 merits. 

3rd – 10 house points and merits. 

If you are interested in entering the bookmark competition, 

come down to the LRC and collect a bookmark template. 

Then you can start creating! 

The closing date is 14th June 2021 
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